Butt Hinges
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Please review ALL diagrams and instructions in full prior to beginning installation.
Use this instruction in place of those inside of the hardware box.

BUTT HINGE INSTALLATION
Install hinges before latching is installed.
1) Place gate in opening using spacers at sides
and bottom to achieve necessary gaps.
2) The hinges will be positioned along edge of
gate, evenly spaced, keeping about 4-8” from
top and bottom of gate. Hinges must be vertically aligned with one another. If you have pre-mortised butt hinges, the hinge locations on the
gate and / or jamb will already be determined. Follow the remainder of
the instructions accordingly.

Spacers

Hinges

3) Mark each hinge location on post/jamb with a pencil.
4) Remove gate and, holding each hinge in place on post/jamb where the
first mark was made, mark each hole location with a pencil. Pre-drill
each marked hole location. Mount hinge to post/jamb using fasteners
provided.
5) Re-position gate as in step 2 and mark location of each hinge on gate.
6) Re-position gate in open position, using spacers to hold off ground
proper distance. Align hinges with marked positions on gate edge. Mark
each hole location with a pencil. Pre-drill each marked hole location.
Mount hinges using fasteners provided.

Post/
Jamb

Door in
CLOSED
position

Gate

1-1/4”

Door in OPEN position

Do not
mount hinge
plates
on face of gate
or front of
post/jamb.

STOP INSTALLATION
Failure to install gate stops will void warranties.
1)
2)
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Cut stop to be at least as long as the gate’s edge height.
Mount stops to posts (or jambs, if applicable) using screws and/or
weatherproof wood glue (such as Titebond III). Position stop with 1/32”
gap between face of gate and stop when gate is closed.

Self-Closing Butt Hinges
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Please review ALL diagrams and instructions in full prior to beginning installation.
Use this instruction in place of those inside of the hardware box.

BUTT HINGE INSTALLATION
Install hinges before latching is installed.
1) Place gate in opening using spacers at sides
and bottom to achieve necessary gaps.
2) If using self-closing butt hinges, install with adjustment keyhole facing up (located on one end
of each hinge barrel). The hinges will be positioned along edge of gate,
evenly spaced, keeping about 4-8” from top and bottom of gate. Hinges
must be vertically aligned with one another. If you have pre-mortised butt
hinges, the hinge locations on the gate and / or jamb will already be determined. Follow the remainder of the instructions accordingly.

Spacers

Hinges

3) Mark each hinge location on post/jamb with a pencil.
4) Remove gate and, holding each hinge in place on post/jamb where the
first mark was made, mark each hole location with a pencil. Pre-drill
each marked hole location. Mount hinge to post/jamb using fasteners
provided.
5) Re-position gate as in step 2 and mark location of each hinge on gate.

Post/

6) Re-position gate in open position, using spacers to hold off ground
proper distance. Align hinges with marked positions on gate edge. Mark
each hole location with a pencil. Pre-drill each marked hole location.
Mount hinges to gate using fasteners provided.

Gate

7) After installation, set each hinge at the lowest spring tension using the
tension hex wrench to slowly turn the adjustment keyhole clockwise.
When the hole on the side of the hinge barrel aligns, insert the small silver locking pin. Test spring tension. If needed, repeat process incrementally until desired tension is achieved. Keep tension setting consistent
between hinges.

1-1/4”

Do not mount
hinge plates
on face of
gate or front
of post/jamb.
Door in OPEN position

Door in CLOSED position

STOP INSTALLATION
Failure to install gate stops will void warranties.
1)
2)
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Cut stop to be at least as long as the gate’s edge height.
Mount stops to posts (or jambs, if applicable) using screws and/or weatherproof
wood glue (such as Titebond III). Position stop with 1/32” gap between face of
gate and stop when gate is closed.

Installation Guide - Passage / Privacy - Knob or Lever
1. 1. Door Prep

5. Install Outside and Inside Trims.
2 3/8” or 2 3/4”
Backset

Step 1. Position the outside trim through the bore hole.

1/8” Deep
2 1/4”
2 1/8” Diameter Bore
1“
1” Diameter
Edge Bore
2. Door Jamb Prep
Make sure the release hole lines up
with the privacy pin on the inside.

1 1/16”Deep
Deep
1/16”

2 1/4”

Step 2. Fasten Inside Trim using two #8 machine screws
(provided), and install Privacy Pin.

1 1/4”

3. Install Strike Plate
Fasten Strike Plate
with #8 wood screws
(provided).

4. Install Latch
Place Plastic Alignment
Tool in bore hole. Insert
latch and fasten with
two #8 wood screws
(provided).

Dummy Installation
Arrow points
to door edge.

Surface mount to door with wood screws
(provided). Tighten set screw to secure
Rosette and Lever to threaded stud with hex
wrench (provided).
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Posts
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Please review ALL diagrams and instructions in full prior to beginning installation.

3.5” min.

5.5” m



Pedestrian gates are up to 4’ wide and up to 7’ tall.



Gate and posts should be aligned as needed to accommodate hinges and / or latching mechanisms.
Refer to appropriate installation instructions and / or
design documents prior to beginning installation.



Pressure treated posts are recommended for subgrade post installation.

in.

Gate in closed position,
5.5” face of post aligned
with face of gate.

POST INSTALLATION
Install posts before gate and hinges are installed.

1) Post size for pedestrian gates: 4x6 minimum; 6x6
preferred (actual dimensions: 3.5” x 5.5” and 5.5” x
5.5”). If using a 4x6 post, the 5.5” face must be in line
with the gate (if looking at the gate in the closed position, you will see the 5.5” face). See Fig A. If your
gate is 4’ - 5’ wide and 4’ - 7’ tall, use a 6x6 post,
minimum.

Exposed
Height

Hole D

2) Footing Depth for Post: the footing should be equal
to the greater of A or B.
A: 1/2 of exposed post height. If exposed post height
is 72”, A = 36”. Minimum 20”.
B: Local Frost line +2” (the local frost line can be
found by contacting your local building department).

”
r: 14-16
iamete

3) Hole diameter: 14” minimum; 16” preferred, for 4x6
or 6x6 post. See Fig B.

Depth = greater of:
1/2 exposed height or
Frost Line + 2”.

3” Gravel
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4) Footing: set post in a concrete footing over a 3” thick
bed of gravel to allow for drainage and inhibit rotting
of wood post. See Fig B.
5) Posts must be plumb. If you have ordered a gate
from us, refer to your approved design documents for
the appropriate post-to-post (opening) distance.

Jambs
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Please review ALL diagrams and instructions in full prior to beginning installation.


Due to the wide range of surfaces, fasteners are not provided.



For masonry applications, 3/8” Hex Head Lag Bolts with
3/8” washers and proper anchors/shields are common to
mount the jambs. Other anchoring systems may be suitable. Follow manufacturers instructions.



If the walls/posts are not plumb, you can shim the jambs as
needed during installation to remedy.



Use one (1) bolt and anchor system for every 20” - 24” of
jamb height.

JAMB INSTALLATION
Install jambs before gate and hinges are installed.
1) Place gate in opening using spacers at sides and bottom to
achieve necessary gaps.
2) Cut jamb to necessary length and determine position on
wall/post. Mark bolt locations: bolts should be 4-6” from top
and bottom edges. Remaining bolts should be evenly
spaced between. Adjust bolt location if necessary to allow
for proper hinge placement. If your jambs were premortised for you, be sure you are installing the correct jamb
on the correct side of the opening. Refer to your design
documents if applicable.
3) At each marked bolt location, counter bore for bolt head to
a minimum depth of 5/16”. Required depth may be greater.
4) At center of each drilled location, using necessary diameter
drill bit for shaft of bolt, drill through remaining jamb thickness.
5) Position jambs against wall/post and using jambs as a template, mark each hole location on the wall/post. Remove
jamb. At each marked location, drill hole in wall according
to anchor type and size (marked on anchor or anchor packaging). Bolt depth into wall/post should typically be at least
1-1/2”
6) Insert anchors in wall/post. Position jamb against wall,
aligning holes in jamb with holes in wall.
7) Screw each hex head bolt through washer and jamb and
into anchors. Use socket wrench to tighten. Do not over
tighten.
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